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Abstract

When designing a complex system such as a sensornet it
is not always practical to build and deploy a realistically
sized prototype. At the same time many of the interesting
behaviours are hard to observe in small scale simulation
and many of the current simulators do not scale well. In
this paper we use present an efficient but effective simu-
lator which, when combined with modern day large-scale
computational capabilities, allow us to measure the im-
pact of tuning an existing protocol and evaluate the nec-
essary tradeoffs.

1 Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks, or sensornets, are an emerg-
ing discipline of embedded system and network design.
A consistent thread running through sensornet research is
that they must operate under highly-constrained resource
availability Whether implemented using specialised dis-
crete motes, or as functionality piggy-backed on existing
equipment, it is vital that resource usage is kept to an
absolute minimum. This maximises the lifetime of net-
works whose power sources cannot be replenished, and
minimises the cost of necessary hardware.

Of course, it is equally important that the sensornet
keeps pace with the real world with which it interacts, and
has sufficient redundancy to recover from individual node
failures. Contradictory requirements lead us to realise that
multi-objective optimisation is essential to ensure that a
reasonable compromise can be found. To date there is a
relative absence of studies examining sensornet behaviour
at the scale necessary to provide confidence of their verity
and applicability.

Despite an impressive wealth of theoretical treatments
of sensornet protocols, there remains a dearth of practical
experience and experimental results with which to vali-
date theoretical results and to provide confidence of their
verity and applicability. In particular, there are precious
few studies of systems of the scale at which the strengths
of the sensornet paradigm are best suited. However, the
typical research organisation today has significant com-
puting facilities available that allow realistic simulations

and experimentation that would have been impractical or
impossible ten years ago.

In this paper we measure the empirical response of net-
work performance metrics to changes in network proto-
col configuration. By examining the consequent relation-
ships, and similarities between such relationships, we can
build models that give us insight into the tradeoffs and
compromises inherent in tuning and optimising a proto-
col. We show that these interrelationships are surprisingly
complex even where only one parameter is controlled.

We also categorise and measure types of suboptimal
behaviour. Specific protocol modifications can be de-
signed to address these specific weaknesses. This is in
contrast to the all-too-common approach of proposing
new protocols without any supporting evidence of the
problems they are supposed to address. In future work
we plan to use the information and insights gained to sys-
tematically develop new and improved protocols.

The structure of the remainder of this paper is as fol-
lows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 defines
our objectives, and section 4 describes how simulation ex-
periments address these objectives. Section 5 considers
the compromise necessarily inherent in optimising net-
working protocols against multiple objectives and iden-
tifies weaknesses in existing protocols. Finally, section 6
derives conclusions against our stated objectives.

2 Related work

Floodingis perhaps the simplest possiblenetwork routing
protocol; nodes rebroadcast messages to their neighbours,
which in turn rebroadcast to their neighbours, and so on.
Most non-geographical routing protocols use flooding in
some capacity, for example in route discovery, as it re-
quires few resources and no network knowledge [7].

Gossipingextends flooding by having all nodes re-
broadcast with probabilityp ∈ [0,1]. Higher values ofp
give higher probabilistic delivery guarantees. Bimodal be-
haviour in p is observed where packets reach either very
few or very many nodes, with sharp transition about some
critical probabilitypc where oftenpc ∈ [0.6,0.8] [7]. Se-
lecting p is generally difficult. Typical goals include im-
prove delivery probability by preventingpremature gos-



sip death[7]. A myriad of flooding and gossiping pro-
tocol variants have been proposed but to the best of our
knowledge none is based on measurements of the defec-
tive behaviours for which they are intended to compensate
through detailed modelling or experimentation.

Ni et al. [10] propose probabilistic, counter-bounded,
distance-based and location-based broadcast schemes but
do not combine probabilityp with other factors.GOSSIP1
[7] sets p = 1 for the first few hops before reverting to
the standard network-widep. GOSSIP2[7] extendsGOS-
SIP1by raisingp to pa > p at nodes with few neighbours,
which is particularly beneficial in sparse networks.

3 Objectives

Given a typical configuration of wireless sensor network
hardware and application software, and a typical network
routing protocol, we defined the following objectives.

Obj 1: Build an understanding of the compromises and
tradeoffs inherent in attempts to tune a networking
protocol against multiple competing objectives.

Obj 2: Derive requirements for a new protocol from mea-
sured weaknesses in existing protocols.

Obj 3: Show how large-scale computing capabilities can
be used to satisfy the above in an efficient and ef-
fective manner.

4 Measurement by simulation experiment

In this section we consider an experimental method with
which to tune a networking protocol against multiple com-
peting objectives through simulation, as implemented in
section 5. We consider the simulated network, the simula-
tion tool, and the simulation environment.

Some interesting effects and behaviours may only be-
come evident in sufficiently large networks. Preliminary
simulation experiments considered networks of variable
numbers of similar nodes distributed with constant spatial
density. Qualitatively different behaviour was observed
in networks of 200 nodes and of 500 nodes, with addi-
tional features and points of inflection appearing in plot-
ted curves. Increasing node count further to 750, 1000 or
2000 nodes did not yield further features. We conclude
that a test network size of 500 nodes is sufficient.

Measurement of network behaviour influenced by pro-
tocol tuning would ideally take place in physical testbed
networks of realistic scale and composition. Unfortu-
nately, economic and logistical factors preclude the con-
struction of test networks on the order of hundreds of
nodes for the experiments described in this paper. All
experiments were therefore implemented using theYASS
sensornet simulation tool. For further details ofYASSrefer
to [11], which also addresses validation of the simulator.

4.1 Radio propagation model
Scalability is a weakness of many existing simulators.
Proposed sensornets may involve thousands or tens of
thousands of nodes, but most existing simulators strug-
gle with more than a few hundred simulated nodes [8].
Scalability problems generally stem fromO(n2) growth
in possible node pair interactions, depending ultimately
on interacting broadcasts in the shared wireless medium.

YASS implements a three-phase radio propagation
model to calculate damage sustained to messages being
received at sensornet nodes inflicted by other concur-
rent transmissions that cannot be prevented by the CSMA
mechanism. A corollary is that nodes not receiving mes-
sages need not be tested at all. This considerably reduces
the computation overhead for lightly-loaded networks.

The phases are ordered by increasing cost such that ex-
pensive tests are only applied when strictly necessary. As
soon as the simulator has determined that a given packet
reception has already been damaged beyond the capabil-
ity for error detection and correction processes to recover,
there is no benefit in applying further checks. This ef-
fectively implements alazy evaluationapproach explicitly
in the simulation model, rather than implicitly through an
implementation language which supports lazy evaluation.

Phase one considers random environmental noise not
influenced by network activity. Phases two and three ap-
ply a clipping strategy to determine nodes posing an inter-
action risk due to proximity. Phase two considers nearby
nodes which are very likely to cause reception corruption,
obtaining a fast first approximation. Phase three obtains a
better approximation using a more expensive calculation.
This multi-phase approach, outlined in Algorithm 1, ad-
dresses the requirements of Objective 1.

4.1.1 Three-phase radio algorithm

Consider a sensornet composed of similar nodes dis-
tributed in a plane. Assume some node,N, is currently
receiving a message being transmitted in the wireless
medium by some other node,T. Background1/f noise
is present at all times but can be rejected atN provided it
is sufficiently weak. Inevitably, however, bursts of noise
above the rejection threshold will be observed at a pre-
dictable rate but at unpredictable times [9]. Lines 4 to 8 of
Algorithm 1 model this effect, phase 1 of the algorithm.

Within a circle of radiusr, the typical communication
range of the node hardware, exist other nodes with which
N can reliably detect, receive and send messages. Nodes
enclosed byr can reliably communicate withN through
the wireless medium, or can refrain from transmitting if
the local wireless medium is determined busy by CSMA.

However, it is feasible thatN could lie between two
other nodesO andP, such that||

−→
NO|| ≤ r and||−→NP|| ≤ r

but ||
−→
OP|| > r. If N is receiving from O at some time, P

cannot detect this and may start to broadcast simultane-
ously. This broadcast by P is very likely to corrupt the un-
related reception at N, as||−→NP|| is within broadcast range.



This hidden terminalproblem [4] is addressed by lines 9
to 15 of Algorithm 1 which describe this second phase.

This offers a good first approximation and has been
successfully employed in wireless ad-hoc network re-
search [3] but may not, in isolation, capture all relevant
behaviour. It is known that nodes can occasionally exert
influence at a surprisingly long distance [5], as signals are
merely attenuated with distance in the wireless medium
rather than abruptly disappearing. On the other hand, if
two nodes are sufficiently distant the probability of their
interaction is vanishingly small, and the impact on net-
work behaviour is negligible.

Algorithm 1 : Three-phase radio algorithm
1: for each node,n do
2: determine ifn is actively receiving data
3: if n is currently receivingthen
4: determine if environmental noise corrupts recep-

tion atn
5: if reception corrupted atn by noisethen
6: reception atn fails
7: jump back to line 1 for nextn
8: end if
9: find set of nodes R withdistance< r

10: for each node,m, in R do
11: if m is transmittingthen
12: reception atn fails
13: jump back to line 1 for nextn
14: end if
15: end for
16: find set of nodes S withr < distance< s
17: for each node,m, in Sdo
18: if m is transmittingthen
19: apply expensive radio model to find effec-

tive received power,p, from m at n
20: if p > sensitivity(n) then
21: determine if error detection + correction

at n can nullify influence ofp
22: if error correction fails atn then
23: reception atn fails
24: jump back to line 1 for nextn
25: end if
26: end if
27: end if
28: end for
29: end if
30: end for

We address this by considering nodes falling within an
annulus defined by radiir ands, wherer < s ands is be-
yond the communication range of nodes. Consider a node
Q falling within this annulus. Reliable pairwise commu-
nication betweenN and Q is impossible as||

−→
NQ|| > r.

However, as||
−→
NQ|| ≤ s, N and Q are sufficiently close

that some interaction betweenN andQ is possible due to
random fluctuations in the wireless medium, transmission

gain ofQ, and reception gain ofN.
In other words, shouldQ broadcast at full power the ef-

fective power received atN is below the sensitivity thresh-
old but at times might interfere with an unrelated signal
being received atN. For nodes likeQ we must consider
the distribution function for effective received power atN;
sometimes the received power will be above the threshold
and at other times below. It is for nodes likeQ that the
higher cost of sophisticated but expensive radio interfer-
ence models can be justified. Lines 16 to 28 of Algorithm
1 describe this third phase.

Finally, consider a nodeX located such that||−→NX||> s.
X is sufficiently distant fromN that, shouldX transmit at
full power, the effective received power atN is below the
sensitivity threshold even when random fluctuations are
taken into account. Transmissions fromX cannot be dis-
tinguished from background noise atN, and hence need
not be considered at all in Algorithm 1. In large networks
there may be many such distant nodes, and hence a signif-
icant saving can be obtained by this optimisation.

In non-planar networks radiir and s define spheres
rather than circles and annuli but the algorithm remains
unchanged. For a given point isotropic source the enclos-
ing surface defined by a given radius is a hollow sphere
of zero thickness provided that transmission occurs in an
empty void. An infinite number of such surfaces can be
defined for the continuous range of possible attenuation,
with zero radius representing zero attenuation and infi-
nite radius representing full attenuation. If transmission
does not occur within an empty void it is appropriate to
instead interpret radiir ands as nonspherical surfaces of
equivalent attenuation, with equivalent results. Surfaces
of equivalent attenuation for complex radio environments
may be defined by surveying deployment regions or by
specialised propagation models, but only spherical sur-
faces are considered within the scope of this paper.

4.2 Experimental details
Three simulated networks were defined. Simulated nodes
were based on the MICA2 sensornet mote [2] with an
IEEE 802.11 MAC layer and radio range of around 150m,
although this detail is largely irrelevant as any similarly-
equipped nodes will yield similar behaviour. Each net-
work contained 500 simulated nodes. Preliminary experi-
ments showed that this network size is sufficient to reveal
features in parameter-response relationships not evident
in smaller networks. Networks of more than 500 nodes
could be substituted with equivalent results, but with an
increased simulation cost overhead.

Each network was identical in all regards other than
node spatial distribution. By averaging or otherwise com-
positing results across these three test networks we en-
sure that the characteristic quirks of any given network do
not exert undue influence. Node spatial distribution within
a bounding volume was random and even, with constant
spatial density measured in units ofnodes per cubic me-
tre (node m−3). A density of 1.5× 10−7 node m−3 was



employed throughout the experiments.
In the simulated application each node serves as

a packet source and packet sink, utilising the unicast
paradigm throughout. Each node generates packets spo-
radically with a single randomly selected destination to
model a general distributed and decentralised process
control application. Simulated packets have length ran-
domly selected in the interval[128,1024] bits, including
header. With the MICA2 radio having a transmit speed of
38.4Kbs−1 [2] this gives per-packet transmit times in the
interval [3.33×10−3,2.67×10−2] seconds.

When packet transmission begins the local wireless
medium is occupied for some duration in this inter-
val. Nodes implement CSMA such that, if attempting to
broadcast a packet, an exponential backoff procedure is
implemented should the nearby wireless medium be oc-
cupied. A waiting node will implement up to 8 sense-wait
cycles, doubling the wait period on each iteration, before
giving up and dropping the packet. Note that although
this greatly reduces packet broadcast collisions it does not
avoid thehidden terminalproblem [4], which is faithfully
recreated in the simulation environment.

4.3 Computing resources
Simulation of large networks is a computationally inten-
sive task [8]. Exploring parameter landscapes sampled
at many points to understand behavioural tradeoffs and
compromises implies a greater computational cost, as the
evaluation of each sampling point implies the execution
of at least one large simulation. In practice, the cost is
higher still; each parameter landscape sampling point may
be evaluated several times in several simulated networks.

The obvious remedy to this problem is to distribute
the work among multiple computation hosts. Division
of work might be achieved by running multiple simula-
tions in parallel, or distributing a given simulation be-
tween multiple hosts. In this paper we apply the first ap-
proach as each test case can be executed in isolation from
the remainder of the test suite. This avoids the significant
coordination overhead implicit in the second approach;
as any sensornet node can interact with any other node,
it is notoriously difficult [13] to divide the problem into
smaller subproblems with low mutual dependency.

Ideally, the computation work associated with each
simulation could be divided between an arbitrary num-
ber of processing hosts to exploit high performance multi-
purpose servers, low cost single-purpose resources such
as hosts implemented using multiple FPGAs, and the un-
used capacity of end-user workstations. The high resource
demands of the current generation of network simulation
tools implies that this will be difficult unless this goal is
considered throughout the software design, and it will be
difficult to retrofit existing simulation tools [8]. The YASS
simulator [11] used in these experiments was designed
with this goal in mind but does not yet offer support for
division of a simulation instance between multiple hosts.

Given finite resources and a potentially infinite search

space, there is necessarily a tradeoff between that which
we would like to evaluate by experiment, and that which
we can realistically evaluate within reasonable bounded
time. We implemented a principled search method [12]
which sampled that parameter space at a finite set of
points, then applied statistical model fitting techniques to
interpolate between these sampled points. Our method
does not require the individual simulation experiments to
be conducted in any particular order. It is not necessary
to wait for all planned experiments to complete before
analysing data; it is possible to use the partial set of com-
pleted simulation instances to obtain preliminary results
to assess whether it is worth continuing to completion. Of
course, the more data points that are available for analysis,
the greater the accuracy of results.

The experiments implemented for this paper required
over 100 days of computation time, but were performed
in a few days with resources that were already available.
Subsets of the computation job set were packaged for ex-
ecution and managed automatically by suitably prepared
scripts. The allocation of computation job sets to com-
puters could be managed automatically by tools such as
BOINC [1] or Sun Grid Engine[6] to any desired level
of granularity. Owing to the lack of interdependency be-
tween any given pair of simulation experiment instances,
however, it was not necessary to employ these tools.

Simulation results from all hosts were combined into
a single results set for analysis. TheYASSsimulator is
implemented in Java; simulations can be executed on any
platform capable of hosting a Java Virtual Machine with-
out the need to recompile, and without consideration of
problematic issues such as architecture endianness.

The set of simulation experiments was divided among
a heterogenous set of computation hosts. The major-
ity of these experiments were assigned to a set of high
performance hosts specifically intended for heavy work-
loads, but other hosts were utilised including normal
end-user workstations and laptops. Hosts employed the
Linux 2.6.26.5 and 2.6.26.5-x8664 kernels, OpenSolaris
2008.05 and Microsoft Windows XP.

5 Offline static protocol tuning

In this section we consider the various dissimilar types of
relationship which exist between network protocol config-
uration and network performance metrics.

Protocol configurations were evaluated in which only a
single parameter, the static gossip rebroadcast probability
p, was changed. 20 values of the parameterp were evalu-
ated, distributed evenly in the interval[0,1]. Graphs were
plotted ofp against observed metric values. Each simula-
tion continued for 600 simulated seconds to allow network
behaviour to settle into stable patterns. In packet-centric
metrics, where multiple copies arrive at the destination we
consider only the first.

Owing to paucity of space it has proved necessary to
consolidate multiple related plots within figures in section



5. Where measured response values have incompatible
units or scales, the observations have been normalised for
each observation type such that the observed value range
[min,max] is mapped onto the range[0,1].

5.1 Local versus global traffic effects
Figure 1 tracesA andD show that the probability of suc-
cessful point-to-point transmission, and to a lesser extent
reception, declines with increasingp. As network utili-
sation increases, so does congestion and the possibility of
overlapping transmissions interfering. The former causes
nodes waiting for the wireless medium to become clear
for transmission to preempt exponential backoff when an-
other transmission of potential interest must be received
(traceC), in some cases timing out as the backoff pro-
cedure is exhausted (traceB). The latter causes nodes
currently receiving packets to experience data corruption
where multiple signals of sufficient strength interfere and
interact beyond the recovery capacity of error detection
and correction mechanisms.

As network activity increases withp we find that all
individual network actions become less reliable, an effect
which must be countered by protocols which can recover
from failed individual actions. Flooding and gossiping can
achieve this goal, albeit somewhat crudely by simply re-
peating many redundant copies of each attempted action.

In figure 2 traceC we observe the anticipated bimodal
behaviour in which either most nodes receive a packet, or
very few do, along multi-hop delivery paths. Increasing
p increases delivery probability, with a sharp transition
at the critical probabilitypc [7]. Increasing network size
brings a sharper transition. Forp > 0.6 the probability of
a packet being delivered is steady at around 92%.

In contrast, tracesA and B indicate that individual
node-to-node pairwise message exchanges become less
reliable asp increases as a result of increased network
utilisation, and hence increased congestion and interfering
transmissions. Single-hop communications become less
reliable, and yet the multi-hop communications composed
of single-hop communications become more reliable.
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This would seem paradoxical as the success proba-
bility of any given multi-hop path is the product of all
single-hop component probabilities. However, asp in-
creases the number of potential delivery paths explored by
packet copies increases rapidly. The success probability of
each potential path decreases, but the rapid growth of path
count greatly outweighs this effect. Sensornet designers
must consider the expected distribution of path lengths in
determining suitablep. Where long multi-hop paths dom-
inate a highp is beneficial, but where single-hop or short
paths dominate then a lowerp may work better.

5.2 Route optimality and coverage
Figure 3 traceA shows that asp increases from 0 the av-
erage distanceda between randomly selected source and
destination nodes for packets steadily increases than lev-
els, levelling out aroundpc wherepc ≈ 0.4 for this net-
work. Forp < pc node pairs separated by distanced > da

are very unlikely to successfully exchange messages due
to packet propagation dying out early. Network applica-
tions requiring packets to travel long distances must select
a suitably highp; applications in which packet delivery
paths are always physically short (e.g. hierarchical aggre-
gation) may cope with lowerp.

Figure 3 traceB shows that the physical path followed
by packets from source to destination is often far from the
ideal straight line. In the degenerate case wherep = 0
each path is perfectly straight as each consists of exactly
one node-to-node hop. Asp increases topc it becomes
possible for node pairs located more distantly to exchange
packets, though the delivery paths become decreasingly
straight (and decreasingly efficient) as few nodes rebroad-
cast, and those that do so need not be located along the
optimal straight path. However, asp increases beyondpc

it is more likely that a node choosing to rebroadcast will
lie on, or near, the straight path. As packets encounter de-
lays at each hop, it is more likely that shorter, straighter
routes with fewer hops will induce less delay and hence
deliver packets earlier than more torturous routes. This
effect is reflected in traceC.
Figure 4 shows the three-way relationship betweenp on
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thex-axis, the proportionq of network exposed to a packet
on they-axis, and the total network-wide countr of broad-
casts of this packet on thez-axis, normalised for packets
successfully delivered only.q is equivalent to the proba-
bility that any given packet is delivered, andr is a heuristic
measure of energy expended in the delivery attempt. Pla-
nar slices through the surface parallel to theyz-plane give
the relationship between delivery probability and energy
consumption for givenp.

The surface can be approximated as two plateau par-
allel to thexy-plane, divided by a curve of shape similar
to traceC in figure 2. This configuration illustrates that
successful delivery attempts tend to induce a similar high
number of broadcasts, and unsuccessful delivery attempts
tend to induce a similar low number of broadcasts. If the
surface had been closer to an inclined plane this would
have indicated that sensornet designers could more finely
tune the tradeoff between delivery success probability and
energy consumption to suit application requirements.

5.3 Timing and latency effects
Figure 5 tracesA and B indicated the speed at which
packets traverse the network. TraceA shows the virtual
packet speedv, as would be demonstrated by a packet
travelling on a perfectly straight path between source and

destination. This measure is useful in predicting time-
bounded reachability for real-time applications. Pack-
ets with source-destination distanced and deadlinet are
likely (though not guaranteed) to arrive on time ifd

t ≥ v.
Figure 5 traceA shows that, asp increases,s declines

rapidly due to network congestion untilp ≈ pc at which
point the general increase in path straightness (see figure
3 traceB) allows s to increase. Asp increases from 0
to pc successful delivery becomes more likely but slower;
for p > pc both speed and success probability increase in
tandem. This is despite the actual physical speed decreas-
ing with increasingp in figure 5 traceB for p > pc. As
p increases delivery routes become straighter (see figure 3
traceB), and for distanced contain proportionately fewer
nodes.
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However, forp> pcthe delay at each node does not in-
crease appreciably, as illustrated in figure 6 traceA; nodes
have limited buffer space and packets have limited lifes-
pans, so packet queues cannot grow without bound. As
figure 6 traceB illustrates, if the virtual packet speedv in-
creases but routes become straighter asp increases where
p> pc, then the time taken to travel some constant propor-
tion of the route becomes smaller. Consequently, network
designers may wish to decrease buffer sizes and packet



lifetimes where newer packets are of greater value than
older packets.
Figure 7 shows the three-way relationship betweenp on
thex-axis, the proportionq of network exposed to a packet
on they-axis, and the average latency for delivered packets
on thez-axis. Planar slices through the surface parallel to
theyz-plane give the relationship between delivery proba-
bility and likely delivery latency; expected latency grows
almost linearly in delivery probability, with some slopesp.
In other words, this relationship gives the probability that
a packet will be delivered within a given time, assuming
that it will be delivered at all.

This reinforces the interpretation in sections 5.1 and
5.2. The more network activity in response to a delivery
attempt the greater the chance of success, but the lesser the
delivery speed. Note thatsp is not constant;sp increases
with p from 0 reaching a maximum atpc, decreasing once
again asp approaches 1. Network designers requiring
minimal variation in delivery latency might selectp dis-
tant frompc toward the extremes.
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6 Conclusions

In section 3 a set of desired research objectives were de-
fined, against which we now state our findings.

Obj 1: Build an understanding of the compromises and
tradeoffs inherent in attempts to tune a networking
protocol against multiple competing objectives

It has been shown that optimising even a single tunable
parameter is a delicate balancing act with the results being
highly dependent on the specific network and application.
As such this form of investigation is a valid and valuable
use of sensornet designers’ time.

Obj 2: Derive requirements for a new protocol from mea-
sured weaknesses in existing protocols.

Several undesirable behaviours relating to undelivered
traffic were observed and measured. A number of areas

for improvement were identified. In particular, the re-
quirement for online adaptation is particularly acute at the
beginning and end of delivery paths.

Obj 3: Show how large-scale computing capabilities can
be used to satisfy the above in an efficient and ef-
fective manner.

Efficient simulation and experimental methods were har-
nessed in achieving objectives 1 and 2. Future work will
reuse the infrastructure and methods in systematic design
and improvement of protocols for large-scale sensornets.
Plans exist to adapt theYASSsimulator to harness the
cheap computation power of commodity GPU devices,
and to adapt the compute job scheduling procedure to al-
locate tasks to shared cloud computing resources.
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